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Printing magazines today isn’t as difficult an undertaking as it was 10 years ago, but the one thing that remains constant is how 
expensive it is. From rising paper costs, to restrictions around delivering a weighted object to your customers, the cost of 
putting ink on paper can be completely prohibitive.  
 
That goes without including the timeline—how long it takes, from the start of the creative process, assigning stories—and the 
expectation from writers and photographers for quick payment when the printed copies of the magazines aren’t finished, let 
alone in readers’ hands.  
 
But, it’s not impossible! When you have an audience, short-run printing can be a great option and the process of creating a 
tangible work of art can also be a lot of fun. 
 
To print a magazine, it’s essential to be thoughtful with how you go about doing it. There are ways to circumvent the barriers 
when you put your creative skills and mind to it.  
 
While deciding whether to produce and print a magazine, ensure you have considered the audience and how they would prefer 
to read your content. Ask yourself how much they are willing to pay for it and how can I get them to do that upfront? Will I 
need advertising or other financial support? It takes working capital to produce a magazine and the best way to know what 
you can afford (and when you can afford it), is to have an expectation of costs, i.e. a budget, from the start. 
 
The following are some challenges you might encounter and a few tips to help overcome them:  
 

COST OF THE CREATIVE  
This cost includes writers, copy editors, stylists, photographers, illustrators, stock photography, models, make-up, travel, taxis 
and couriers involved in each story.  
 
The production cycle of a magazine when editorial is factored in becomes 60 to 72 days long. Yet, there is an expectation of 
payment within 30 days of delivery. Many freelancers will want to be paid before you’ve decided if their story will run or not.  
 
If you have a sense of timelines, it is easier to manage their payments by adjusting freelancer contract payment schedules to 
reflect the timelines of the magazine production schedule. Perhaps it may be necessary to payout as the presses start rolling 
and not before. 
 
It may also be necessary to multitask and consider how to economize within your story budgets and take on some tasks in-
house to reduce paying out to freelancers. 
 
In either case, know how much your creative costs and when the bills need paying. 

 

COST OF DESIGNING AND PRODUCING THE MAGAZINE  
It may also be necessary to multitask and consider how to economize within your story budgets and take on some tasks in-
house to reduce paying out to freelancers. 



 

 

Luckily, technology has helped reduce design and production costs. Designing a magazine has never been easier and there are 
multiple ways to go about producing a print or a digital magazine. For those who don’t have the skills to design a magazine 
themselves, hiring a designer will be well worth doing.  
 
In a traditional environment, Adobe Creative Suite is still the way to go. The software allows you to export print-ready single 
page PDFX-1a files, which is still the Canadian print industry standard file-type for magazine printing. Some printers will also 
accept PDFX-4, which is also a standard file export from InDesign.  
 
The current set of dMACS print specifications will guide you in setting up your colour profiles in Photoshop or anywhere else 
you might require an ICC profile. Your printer will typically be working to these standards and running their presses using either 
a SWOP or GRACOL print profile.  
 
The only barrier to working with Adobe Creative Suite is the cost of the software license. Luckily, there are other ways to go. 
 
Handmade is an option. Think poetry chapbooks. Reproducing these types of pages can be as easy as making a colour 
photocopy, or by scanning a single-page using a desktop printer. The final file resolution from some of these desktop devices 
can be excellent, and they can be converted to high-resolution print-ready PDF files fairly easily with standard software. Photos 
can be printed high-resolution from photo kiosks outfitted with adapters to fit almost any device. You’ll find them in Walmart 
and Staples.  
 
Also consider some new tools available online such as Blurb, which specializes in short-run magazine printing and offers online 
templates and tools for many small budgets. 

 

THE FINAL PRINT BILL  
If you work with a printer, they will provide you with a quote and a timeline of when they want your final PDF files. They will 
expect a 50% payment on your print order before they start the presses rolling. Ensure you have budgeted for this amount. 
Also expect to pay the balance within 30 to 60 days. 
 
Here is where you can recoup your upfront costs because finally, your magazine is ready and available for sale. 
 
In short, depending on the size of your print run, choose your printer. Will it be you? Is it handmade? Will you use a short-run 
digital printer like TPH? What about a sheet-fed printer, if you prefer that quality and can afford it? Does a web press suit your 
publication better?  
 
Consider all of your options, do your research and work with your printer to economize where you can and make the most of 
your print run.  
 
Knowing how much things cost will ultimately help you figure out how to raise the working capital you will need for your 
magazine production, and if you need advertising or sponsorship to help support your publication, it’s best to know upfront 
when you are able to manage it. 
 
 
 
 

https://magazinescanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/dmacsV5-3.pdf
https://magazinescanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/dmacsV5-3.pdf
https://www.walmartphotocentre.ca/
https://www.walmartphotocentre.ca/
https://www.staplescopyandprint.ca/PrintOnlineInfo/PhotoPrintsInfo.aspx
https://www.staplescopyandprint.ca/PrintOnlineInfo/PhotoPrintsInfo.aspx
https://www.blurb.ca/magazine
https://www.blurb.ca/magazine

